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Abstract

Background: Underrepresentation of females in randomized controlled trials (RCTs)

limits generalizability and quality of the evidence guiding treatment of females. This

study aimed to measure the sex disparities in participants' recruitment in RCTs of

atrial fibrillation (AF) and determine associated factors, and to describe the fre-

quency of outcomes reported by sex.

Methods: MEDLINE was searched to identify RCTs of AF published between Jan-

uary 1, 2011, and November 20, 2021, in 12 top‐tier journals. We measured the

enrollment of females using the enrollment disparity difference (EDD) which is the

difference between the proportion of females in the trial and the proportion of

females with AF in the underlying general population (obtained from the Global

Burden of Disease). Random‐effects meta‐analyses of the EDD were performed, and

multivariable meta‐regression was used to explore factors associated with disparity

estimates. We also determined the proportion of trials that included sex‐stratified

results.

Results: Out of 1133 records screened, 142 trials were included, reporting on a total

of 133 532 participants. The random‐effects summary EDD was −0.125 (95%

confidence interval [CI] = −0.143 to −0.108), indicating that females were under‐

enrolled by 12.5 percentage points. Female enrollment was higher in trials with

higher sample size (<250 vs. >750, adjusted odds ratio [aOR] 1.065, 95% CI:

1.008–1.125), higher mean participants' age (aOR: 1.006, 95% CI: 1.002–1.009), and

lower in trials conducted in North America compared to Europe (aOR: 0.945, 95% CI:

0.898–0.995). Only 36 trials (25.4%) reported outcomes by sex, and of these 29

(80.6%) performed statistical testing of the sex‐by‐treatment interaction.

Conclusion: Females remain substantially less represented in RCTs of AF, and sex‐

stratified reporting of primary outcomes is infrequent. These findings call for urgent
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action to improve sex equity in enrollment and sex‐stratified outcomes' reporting in

RCTs of AF.

K E YWORD S

atrial fibrillation, enrollment, reporting, sex

1 | INTRODUCTION

Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common sustained arrhythmia, is an

increasingly important threat to global health owing to its rapidly

growing prevalence1 and associated devastating complications

including stroke, heart failure, and death.2,3 There are significant

sex differences in the epidemiology of AF.4 Women have a lower

prevalence of AF compared to men: of the 37.6 million individuals

with AF globally in 2017, 17.8 million (47.3%) were women.1

However, AF has been shown to be a stronger risk factor for

stroke, cardiovascular mortality, and all‐cause mortality in women

compared with men.5

Sex differences in disease pathophysiology, clinical patterns, and

response to treatment should be considered in the design, analysis,

and reporting of research studies.6,7 Recent analyses have shown

inadequate enrollment of women in randomized controlled trials

(RCTs) of various cardiovascular diseases.8–10 Given the well‐

established importance of sex in the epidemiology of AF,4 the un-

derrepresentation of women in RCTs of therapies for patients with

AF might undermine their generalizability and consequently the va-

lidity of the evidence guiding treatment of women. Furthermore,

reporting of trial results in women and men separately is essential to

determine when sex‐specific therapeutic strategies should be ap-

plied. Despite the call for reporting of trial results by sex made by

several initiatives over more than a decade,11,12 a number of previous

studies have observed that results of most trials are not reported

according to sex.9,13–15 The current study, which focuses on recent

RCTs of AF, aims to measure the sex disparities in participants' re-

cruitment, determine associated factors, and describe the frequency

of reporting of primary endpoint results by sex.

2 | METHODS

This project was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42021291258).

2.1 | Literature search

PubMed/MEDLINE was searched to identify all RCTs of AF pub-

lished between January 1, 2011, and November 20, 2021, in top

journals (based on Clarivate Analytics impact factor 2020) of

general medicine (New England Journal of Medicine [NEJM], The

Lancet, Journal of the American Medical Association [JAMA],

JAMA Internal Medicine and British Medical Journal [BMJ]), of

general cardiology (European Heart Journal [EHJ], Circulation,

Journal of the American College of Cardiology [JACC], and JAMA

Cardiology), and of cardiac electrophysiology (JACC Clinical Elec-

trophysiology [JACC CE], Circulation Arrhythmia and Electro-

physiology [Circ AE], Hearth Rhythm, Europace, and Journal of

Cardiac Electrophysiology [JCE]). The search strategy was built

based on the combination of relevant terms related to AF, clinical

trials, and the names of the targeted journals (Table S1). One in-

vestigator (Jean Jacques Noubiap) conducted the bibliographic

searches. The reference lists of eligible articles were also scruti-

nized and ClinicalTrial.gov to identify additional relevant RCTs.

2.2 | Selection of studies to include in the review

The inclusion criteria were: (1) studies reporting final primary results

of an RCT; (2) published in one of the 12 abovementioned target

journals between January 1, 2011, and November 20, 2021; (3) trial

population consisting of patients with AF. The exclusion criteria

were: (1) sample size of less than 100 participants; (2) articles not

reporting primary results such as subsequent analyses of trial data; (3)

RCTs of AF screening or detection in at risk populations such as

elderly or patients with stroke. Two investigators (Jean Jacques

Noubiap and Ulrich Flore Nyaga) independently selected records

from bibliographic searches based on title and abstract screening. Full

texts of articles deemed potentially eligible were retrieved and

screened independently by the same investigators for final inclusion.

Selection discrepancies were solved through discussion and

consensus.

2.3 | Data extraction and management

Data were extracted using a standardized data abstraction form and

included: name of the first author, year of publication, period of parti-

cipants' recruitment, whether it was a single or multicenter trial, total

trial population size, whether participants were recruited in one or

multiple countries, trial name, trial registration number, trial phase (as

reported by the investigators), masking (unmasked, single‐blinded, or

double‐blinded trial), type of intervention, primary outcome, involve-

ment of industry, involvement of 1 or more females represented in trial

leadership, total sample size, number of enrolled females, whether trial

results were reported by sex, and whether there was a sex difference in

the trial results. Detailed variable definitions are provided in Table S2.

Data were extracted by one investigator (Jean Jacques Noubiap). This
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study did not aim to assess treatment efficacy in the included RCTs.

Therefore, we did not assess the risk of bias.

2.4 | Assessment of sex enrollment disparities

To measure enrollment of females, we used a modified version of the

enrollment disparity difference (EDD), a metric which accounts for sex

prevalence inequalities in the general population, initially developed to

characterize enrollment disparities in lung cancer treatment RCTs,16 and

also used in a recent study of sex enrollment disparities in RCTs of acute

stroke therapies.8 For each RCT, we calculated the proportion of females

enrolled in the trial (PFT), and estimated the proportion of females with

AF among the general population (PFG) using data from the Global

Burden of Disease (GBD) database (https://gbd2017.healthdata.org/gbd-

search/). Each trial was matched to GBD prevalence data on the basis of

the approximate median year of the trial recruitment period and geo-

graphic area. Because data in the GBD database were available up to year

2017, data for 2017 were attributed to all trials in which participants

were recruited from 2017 onward. For trials conducted in one country,

we considered the GBD estimates of that country. For trials conducted in

two or more countries, if they were in the same GBD region, we included

estimates for the corresponding region; otherwise, we considered the

global estimates. We abstracted the number of people with AF and as-

sociated a 95% uncertainty interval for females, males, and both.

The EDD was calculated as the difference between the PFT and

PFG. We also calculated the standard errors (SE) of the PFT, PFG, and

EDD. The following calculations were performed:

PFT =
Number of females in the trial

Number of participants in the trial

PFG =
Number of females with AF in the general population

Number of people (males and females)

with AF in the general population

SE PFT( ) = PFT ×
(1 − PFT)

Number of participants in the trial

EDD PFT PFG= −

SE EDD SE PFT SE PFG( ) = ( ) + ( )2 2

To calculate the standard error of the PFG, we accounted for the

uncertainty of the estimates from the GBD. For each trial, we used

the matched number of males and females with AF and the asso-

ciated 95% uncertainty intervals from the GBD to fit γ distributions

and drew 100 000 samples from each of the γ distributions to

compute the corresponding PFG and its standard error.

2.5 | Statistical analysis

Sex disparities in enrollment across RCTs were summarized using a

random‐effects meta‐analysis of the EDDs. We conducted subgroup

analyses according to trial characteristics including journal categories

(general medicine, general cardiology, and cardiac electrophysiology),

period of publication, sample size category, geographical region, type

F IGURE 1 Study selection
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of trial intervention, presence of females in a leadership position, and

industry involvement. Heterogeneity was assessed by the χ² test on

Cochrane's Q statistic,17 which was quantified by I² values, assuming

I² values of 25%, 50%, and 75%, respectively, representing low,

medium, and high heterogeneity.18 We performed univariable and

multivariable meta‐regression to explore factors associated with the

enrollment of females. Analyses were conducted using the R statis-

tical software (version 3.5.03, The R Foundation for Statistical

Computing) and IBM SPSS Statistics version 27.0.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study selection and characteristics

From 1133 records identified from bibliographic search and addi-

tional sources, we finally included 142 articles reporting trial data

from a total of 133 532 participants (Figure 1). The list of included

trials and their individual characteristics are presented in

Tables S3–S5. These articles were most frequently published in Circ

AE (14.8%), EHJ (14.1%), Europace (12.7%), NEJM (11.3%), and Heart

Rhythm (10.6%). Most RCTs were conducted in multiple centers

TABLE 1 Characteristics of included trials

Characteristics Number Percentage

Journal

• NEJM 16 11.3

• Lancet 6 4.2

• JAMA 8 5.6

• JAMA Internal Medicine 1 0.7

• European Heart Journal 20 14.1

• Circulation 14 9.9

• JACC 9 6.3

• JAMA Cardiology 1 0.7

• JACC Clinical Electrophysiology 7 4.9

• Circulation Arrhythmia and
Electrophysiology

21 14.8

• Heart Rhythm 15 10.6

• Europace 18 12.7

• Journal of Cardiovascular

Electrophysiology

6 4.2

Journal category

• General Medicine 31 21.8

• General cardiology 44 40.0

• Cardiac Electrophysiology 67 47.2

Year of publication

• 2011–2013 27 19.0

• 2014–2015 34 23.9

• 2016–2017 24 16.9

• 2018–2019 27 19.0

• 2020–2021 30 21.1

Sample size

• Less than 250 81 57.0

• 250 to 750 37 26.1

• More than 750 24 16.9

Centers

• Multicenter 102 71.8

• Single center 40 28.2

Multinational

• Yes 58 40.8

• No 84 59.2

Region

• Asia Pacific 26 18.3

• Europe 44 31.0

• North America 25 17.6

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Characteristics Number Percentage

• South America 1 0.7

• Multiregional 46 32.4

Intervention

• Catheter ablation 70 49.3

• Electrical cardioversion 3 2.1

• Surgical ablation 2 1.4

• Adjuvant to catheter ablation or
electrical cardioversion

18 12.7

• Periprocedural oral anticoagulation 14 9.9

• Long‐term oral anticoagulation 11 7.7

• Left atrial appendage occlusion 4 2.8

• Antiarrhythmic drugs 4 2.8

• RFM/integrated care 11 7.7

• Others 5 3.5

Industry involvement

• Yes 66 46.5

• No 76 53.5

Female(s) in trial leadership role

• Yes 19 13.4

• No 123 86.6

Abbreviation: RFM, risk factor management.
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(71.8%), or in one country (59.2%). About a third of RCTs were

conducted in several regions, whereas the single most represented

region was Europe (31.0%). Most RCTs did not have a woman in a

leadership role (86.6%), and industry (for‐profit entity) was involved

in 46.5% of them. The number of participants enrolled in the included

trials ranged from 100 to 21 105, with a median of 222 (interquartile

range [IQR] = 150–501.5). The most common interventions evaluated

in the RCTs were catheter ablation (49.3%), any adjuvant therapy to

catheter ablation or electrical cardioversion (12.7%), periprocedural

oral anticoagulation (9.9%), long‐term oral anticoagulation (7.7%), and

risk factor management or integrated care (7.7%; Table 1).

3.2 | Enrollment disparity differences

There were wide variations in the PFT and PFG across studies

(Figure 2). The PFT ranged from 10.0% to 72.8% (median 30.9%,

IQR = 24.6%–38.1%), whereas the PFG ranged from 34.7% to 55.9%

(median 45.3%, IQR = 40.6%–47.2%). The random‐effects pooled

EDD of the 142 trials was −0.125 (95% CI = −0.143 to −0.108), re-

presenting an under‐enrollment of females by an absolute difference

of 12.5 percentage points relative to their representation in the

general populations of people with AF. Female enrollment varied

significantly across trials (I² 88%). The results of subgroup analysis

according to journals, publication period, sample size, region, type of

intervention tested in the trial, industry involvement, and whether

female(s) had a leadership role in the trial are presented in Figure 3

and Table S6.

In univariable meta‐regression analysis, an age limit for participants'

inclusion in the trial, the mean age of participants, and the period of

publication of the trial's results were associated with female enrollment,

whereas a trend toward an association was noted for sample size, and

industry involvement (Table 2). In multivariable analysis (Model 1), larger

sample sizes were associated with an increased likelihood of female en-

rollment (categories < 250 vs. >750: adjusted odds ratio [aOR] =1.065,

95% CI =1.008–1.125). Compared to trials conducted in Europe, those in

North America (USA or Canada) were associated with lower female en-

rollment (aOR=0.945, 95% CI = 0.898–0.995). Because the periods of

recruitment of trials were very heterogeneous and difficult to categorize,

we used the period of publication of the trial results as a surrogate of the

period of recruitment. The participation of females was higher in trials

published in 2020 or 2021 compared to those published between 2011

and 2013 (aOR=1.058, 95% CI =1.004–1.115). Higher mean age of the

trial population was also significantly associated with a greater likelihood

of female enrollment (aOR=1.006, 95% CI = 1.002–1.009; Model 2).

3.3 | Reporting of results by sex

Out of 142 trials, 36 (25.4%) reported primary endpoint results by sex

(Table 3). Reporting by sex was higher (p < .001) in general medicine

journals (64.5%), compared to general cardiology journals (27.3%) and

cardiac electrophysiology journals (7.5%). The NEJM (87.5%) and Lancet

(50.0%) had the highest reporting rates. Reporting also differed by

period of publication, geographic region, sample size, intervention, and

industry involvement. Trials published in 2020 and 2021 were more

F IGURE 2 Proportions of females in trials and matched Global Burden of Disease populations with atrial fibrillation
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commonly reported by sex compared to those published between 2011

and 2019 (40.0% vs. 21.4%, p= .038). Reporting rates were higher in

trials conducted in more than one country or more than one region

compared to those conducted in a single country (36.2% vs. 17.9%,

p = .013) or a single region (43.5% vs. 16.7, p < .001). Increased sample

size was associated with more frequent reporting, with 66.6% of trials

with more than 750 participants reporting compared to only 32.4% of

trials with less than 250 participants (p < .001). Trials evaluating long‐

term oral anticoagulation (81.8%), left atrial appendage occlusion

(75.0%), and risk factor management or integrated care interventions

(63.6%) had significantly higher reporting rates compared to trials on

other interventions (p < .001). Reporting was higher in trials with in-

dustry involvement compared to those with no industry involvement

(34.5% vs. 15.8%, p = .007). Twenty‐nine of the 36 trials (80.6%) that

reported results by sex performed statistical testing of the sex‐by‐

treatment interaction (Table S4).

4 | DISCUSSION

This study aimed to describe sex disparities in participants' recruit-

ment and associated factors, and to describe the frequency of pri-

mary endpoint results reported by sex in contemporaneous RCTs of

AF. Our major findings are: (i) females were substantially less re-

presented, with an absolute difference of 12.5 percentage points

relative to their representation in the general populations of people

with AF; (ii) more recently published trials, those conducted in Europe,

with larger sample sizes, and with a higher mean age of participants

were associated with a greater likelihood of female enrollment; and (iii)

only one‐quarter of trials reported sex‐specific primary endpoint re-

sults; reporting by sex was more common in general medicine journals

(mainly NEJM and Lancet), in multinational trials, those with higher

sample sizes, those with industry involvement, those evaluating long‐

term oral anticoagulation, left atrial appendage occlusion, and risk

factor management or integrated care interventions, and in the most

recently published trials (2020 and 2021).

The marked underrepresentation of females in RCTs of AF is a

major issue considering that females have poor AF‐related outcomes

including more frequent strokes, cardiovascular and all‐cause deaths

compared with men.5 This underrepresentation of females also raises

concerns about the applicability and generalizability of trial results to

females. For instance, the enrollment of females was lowest in RCTs

of catheter ablation. A recent analysis of the Get With The

Guidelines‐AF registry in the United States found sex differences in

AF ablation strategies that are not supported by current evidence,19

highlighting the need for data to inform optimal ablation strategies by

F IGURE 3 Random‐effects pooled enrollment disparity difference in trials of atrial fibrillation
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sex. This requires an appropriate representation of females in clinical

trials.

We observed that trials with an upper age limit of 80 years or

less had lower female representation in their study population. Fur-

thermore, a younger mean age was associated with a reduced like-

lihood of female enrollment. Because females with AF are generally

older than their male counterparts and diagnosed later in life,20 trials

that include younger patients by chance or by design are likely to

recruit fewer females. Therefore, an upper age limit as a selection

criterion in trials of AF should be considered only if medically in-

dicated. If age is used as a surrogate of age‐related health condition

such as frailty, it would be desirable to exclude participants based on

a formal assessment of the condition rather than age.8,21 We also

observed that smaller trials enrolled fewer females. Special attention

TABLE 2 Random‐effects multivariable meta‐regression analysis of the enrollment disparity difference in trials of atrial fibrillation

Univariable Multivariable Model 1 Multivariable Model 2
OR 95% CI p OR 95% CI p OR 95% CI p

LCL UCL LCL UCL LCL UCL

Upper age limit

• ≤80 years Ref

• >80 years or no limit 1.045 1.007 1.086 .021 1.036 0.995 1.078 .083

Mean age (per 1 year increase) 1.007 1.004 1.010 <.001 1.006 1.002 1.009 .002

Sample size

• <250 Ref

• 250–750 1.041 1.000 1.084 .052 1.054 1.012 1.097 .011 1.041 1.000 1.084 .050

• >750 1.047 0.999 1.097 .054 1.065 1.008 1.125 .025 1.042 0.986 1.102 .144

Female(s) in a leadership role

• No

• Yes 1.006 0.956 1.059 .814 0.983 0.933 1.034 .502 0.976 0.928 1.026 .340

Industry involvement

• No Ref

• Yes 0.966 0.933 1.000 .050 0.968 0.928 1.010 .138 0.960 0.922 1.000 .053

Intervention

• Noninvasive Ref

• Invasive 0.961 0.925 0.999 .043 0.971 0.927 1.017 .211 0.986 0.941 1.032 .542

Region

• Europe Ref

• Asia Pacific 0.994 0.944 1.046 .813 0.981 0.932 1.032 .448 0.990 0.942 1.040 .681

• North America 0.961 0.912 1.013 .138 0.945 0.898 0.995 .033 0.958 0.912 1.007 .091

• Multiple region 0.964 0.923 1.007 .100 0.939 0.890 0.991 .023 0.951 0.903 1.001 .055

Period of publication

• 2011–2013 Ref

• 2014–2015 0.997 0.946 1.050 .901 1.017 0.965 1.071 .537 1.018 0.968 1.071 .483

• 2016–2017 0.975 0.921 1.032 .39 0.994 0.939 1.051 .829 0.993 0.940 1.049 .793

• 2018–2019 0.987 0.934 1.043 .644 0.999 0.946 1.056 .982 1.003 0.951 1.057 .923

• 2020–2021 1.057 1.001 1.115 .046 1.058 1.004 1.115 .035 1.047 0.994 1.103 .081

Note: Due to collinearity, the variables “highest permitted age of participants” and “mean age” could not be analyzed together. Therefore, two separate

multivariable models including each of these variables were conducted. Model 1 and Model 2 are fully adjusted, with Model 1 including “highest permitted
age of participants” whereas Model 2 includes “mean age.”

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; LCL, lower confidence limit; OR, odds ratio; UCL, upper confidence limit.
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TABLE 3 Study‐level characteristics associated with reporting of
sex‐specific trial results

Characteristics

Number
of trials
(N)

Results
reported
by sex, n
(%)

No results
reported
by sex, n
(%) p

Total 142 36 (25.4) 106 (74.6)

Journal <.001

• NEJM 16 14 (87.5) 2 (12.5)

• Lancet 6 3 (50.0) 3 (50.0)

• JAMA 8 3 (37.5) 5 (62.5)

• JAMA Internal
Medicine

1 0 (0.0) 1 (100.0)

• European Heart
Journal

20 5 (25.0) 15 (75.0)

• Circulation 14 5 (28.6) 10 (71.4)

• JACC 9 2 (22.2) 7 (77.8)

• JAMA Cardiology 1 0 (0.0) 1 (100.0)

• JACC Clinical
Electrophysiology

7 0 (0.0) 7 (100.0)

• Circulation
Arrhythmia and
Electrophysiology

21 2 (9.5) 19 (90.5)

• Heart Rhythm 15 0 (0.0) 15 (100.0)

• Europace 18 3 (16.7) 15 (83.3)

• Journal of
Cardiovascular

Electrophysiology

6 0 (0.0) 6 (100.0)

Journal category <.001

• General Medicine 31 20 (64.5) 11 (35.5)

• General Cardiology 44 12 (27.3) 32 (72.7)

• Cardiology

Electrophysiology

67 5 (7.5) 62 (92.5)

Year of publication .133

• 2011–2013 27 6 (22.2) 21 (77.8)

• 2014–2015 34 4 (11.8) 30 (88.2)

• 2016–2017 24 7 (29.3) 17 (70.8)

• 2018–2019 27 7 (25.9) 20 (74.1)

• 2020–2021 30 12 (40.0) 18 (60.0)

Year of publication
(Binary)

.038

• 2011–2019 112 24 (21.4) 88 (78.6)

• 2020–2021 30 12 (40.0) 18 (60.0)

Sample size

• Less than 250 81 12 (32.4) 25 (67.6) <.001

TABLE 3 (Continued)

Characteristics

Number
of trials
(N)

Results
reported
by sex, n
(%)

No results
reported
by sex, n
(%) p

• 250–750 37 8 (9.9) 73 (90.1)

• More than 750 24 16 (66.6) 8 (33.3)

Centers

• Multicenter 102 30 (29.4) 72 (70.6) .076

• Single center 40 6 (15.0) 34 (85.0)

Multinational .013

• Yes 58 (40.8) 21 (36.2) 37 (63.8)

• No 84 (59.2) 15 (17.9) 69 (82.1)

Region .003

• Asia Pacific 26 (18.3) 4 (15.4) 22 (84.6)

• Europe 44 (31.0) 6 (13.6) 38 (86.4)

• North America 25 (17.6) 5 (20.0) 20 (80.0)

• South America 1 (0.7) 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

• Multiregional 46 (32.4) 20 (43.5) 26 (56.5)

Region (Binary) <.001

• Single region 96 16 (16.7) 80 (83.3)

• Multiregional 46 (32.4) 20 (43.5) 26 (56.5)

Intervention <.001

• Catheter ablation 70 (49.3) 9 (12.9) 61 (87.1)

• Electrical
cardioversion

3 (2.1) 0 (0.0) 3 (100.0)

• Surgical ablation 2 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 2 (100.0)

• Adjuvant to
catheter ablation or
electrical

cardioversion

18 (12.7) 3 (16.7) 15 (83.3)

• Periprocedural oral
anticoagulation

14 (9.9) 3 (21.4) 11 (78.6)

• Long‐term oral
anticoagulation

11 (7.7) 9 (81.8) 2 (18.2)

• Left atrial
appendage

occlusion

4 (2.8) 3 (75.0) 1 (25.0)

• Antiarrhythmic
drugs

4 (2.8) 1 (25.0) 3 (75.0)

• RFM/
integrated care

11 (7.7) 7 (63.6) 4 (36.4)

• Others 5 (3.5) 1 (20.0) 4 (80.0)

Industry involvement .007

• Yes 66 (46.5) 24 (36.4) 42 (63.6)
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is required to ensure appropriate female representation in such trials.

Overall, trials published in 2020 and 2021 had enrolled significantly

more females compared to those published in 2011–2013. Although

the recruitment in these trials might have occurred several years

before publication of their results, it is likely that the enrollment of

females in RCTs of AF has increased in recent years. More efforts are

needed to further increase the enrollment of females in future trials.

Reporting of sex‐specific endpoint results has increased in recent

years. This may be due to growing awareness of sex disparities in the

epidemiology of disease in general, and particularly AF. Indeed, the

number of publications on sex differences in diseases has sub-

stantially increased in the last decade (trends data from PubMed).

Similar increasing temporal trends were observed in two recent

analyses of reporting of results by sex in clinical trials of acute stroke

therapies and Alzheimer's disease.13,22 However, the reporting of

outcomes by sex is still largely suboptimal as only 40% of RCTs of AF

published in 2020 and 2021 reported sex‐specific outcomes. We

observe higher rates of reporting in NEJM (87.5%) and Lancet

(50.0%), in keeping with a 2016 review on sex‐related reporting in

RCTs in the NEJM and Lancet journals in which 48% of trials reported

results by sex,15 and with a more recent review on trials of acute

stroke therapies which showed 61% and 40% sex‐specific reporting

in trials published in the NEJM and Lancet, respectively.13 This likely

reflects editorial policies in these journals that strongly recommend

reporting sex‐specific outcomes. Consideration of such reporting

recommendations should be strongly encouraged among authors and

journals, especially those with lower rates of sex‐specific reporting.

This can be achieved by including reporting by sex as a requirement

in journals' reporting guidelines as recommended by the International

Committee of Medical Journal Editors.23 We also observed that in-

creased sample size was associated with more frequent sex‐specific

reporting. This suggests that perhaps trials that are more statistically

powered are more likely to have sex‐stratified data reported. Indeed,

potential sex differences in endpoints should be considered early in

the design of trials.

The findings of this study should be interpreted with caution.

Because we focused on trials published in selected high‐impact

journals, some important RCTs could have been missed. However,

RCTs with the greatest impact of AF management are more likely to

be published in journals we selected. Furthermore, the precision of

the measurement of enrollment disparities might have been influ-

enced by the source of data for the representation of females in the

general population. Indeed, data from the GBD are estimates derived

from modeling analysis and therefore have some degree of impreci-

sion. Moreover, because data in the GBD database were available up

to year 2017, data for 2017 were attributed to all trials in which

participants were recruited from 2017 onward. This could have in-

troduced additional uncertainty to our estimates. Nevertheless, the

GBD data were the most suitable for this study considering their

disaggregation by year and geographic areas. Our study is an im-

portant contribution as it is the first description of the frequency of

reporting by sex in RCTs of AF. Furthermore, we used a strong metric

to measure sex enrollment disparities, accounting for the sex dis-

tribution of people with AF in the general population. We also pro-

vide important information on factors associated with female

enrollment in these trials using adjusted meta‐regression analysis.

5 | CONCLUSION

Despite recent progress, females remain substantially less re-

presented in RCTs of AF. This calls into question the generalizability

of these trials and the validity of the evidence guiding the treatment

of females. More efforts are needed to increase female enrollment,

with a special attention in trials conducted in Northern America and

those with lower sample size. Avoiding the exclusion of older in-

dividuals may also improve female representation. Furthermore, sex‐

stratified reporting of primary outcomes infrequently occurs in RCTs

of AF, with the exception of top‐tier general medical journals. Re-

porting by sex should become a requirement in journals' reporting

guidelines in a bid to reduce the sex disparity observed in enrollment

and reporting of major trials in AF.
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